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Herein, we report the first covalent modification of single-
walled carbon nanotubes1 (SWNTs) to create high-resolution,
chemically sensitive probe microscopy tips. Carboxylic acid
groups at the open ends of SWNTs were coupled to amines to
create additional probes with basic or hydrophobic functionality.
Force titrations recorded between the ends of the SWNT tips and
hydroxy-terminated self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) confirmed
the chemical sensitivity and robustness of these SWNT tips. In
addition, images recorded on patterned SAM and partial bilayer
surfaces have demonstrated chemically sensitive imaging with
nanometer-scale resolution. These studies show that well-defined
covalent chemistry can be exploited to create functionalized
SWNT probes that have the potential for true molecular-resolution,
chemically sensitive imaging.

Recent atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of amyloid
fibrils showed2 that multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWNT)3 tips
and especially SWNT tips provide significantly better lateral
resolution compared with commercial Si and Si3N4 AFM tips.
Indeed, the ca. 0.5-nm radii of individual SWNTs indicate that
such tips could enable true molecular-resolution imaging.2 Sharp
tips offer advantages for structural imaging but do not necessarily
provide information about the functionality central to binding and
reactivity in chemical and biological systems. Such chemical
information can be obtained by using functionalized probes in
chemical force microscopy (CFM). In the past, we4-6 and others7,8

have used SAMs to functionalize conventional tips and have used
CFM to measure intermolecular forces and map chemical
functionality. We have also recently shown that the ends of
MWNT tips can be covalently modified to present chemically
and biologically active functionality.6 However, covalent func-
tionalization of the ends of SWNTs, which offer the highest spatial
resolution possible in force microscopy, has not been demonstrated

before, nor is it known whether the ends of SWNTs can be opened
to present functionality similar to MWNTs.

Our modification strategy follows the approach we developed
for MWNTs,6 that is selective reaction with the carboxyl groups9

(-COOH) believed to exist at the open ends of oxidatively
processed nanotubes. Studies of oxidized bulk MWNT and
graphite samples have shown the presence of -COOH.10,11 We
have demonstrated the existence of -COOH at the opened ends
of MWNTs6 and thus believe it is reasonable to expect -COOH
at SWNT ends opened in a similar manner. We illustrate the
elaboration of -COOH here by selective coupling with amines to
form amide-linked groups (Figure 1a).12 The functionality at the
SWNT tip ends was determined by measuring the adhesion force
between the tip ends and hydroxyl (-OH)-terminated SAM
surfaces.13 Previous studies of adhesion vs pH (force titrations)
for functionalized tips and substrates have shown that the fraction
of proton dissociation can be readily monitored in this way.4c,d,7c,g,14

Force titrations made with SWNT tips on -OH-terminated
SAMs exhibit well-defined drops in adhesion at ca. pH 4.5 (Figure
1b). In our experiments, the applied loads were less than the
nanotube buckling force to ensure that only the nanotube end
contacted the surface.2,3 The drop in adhesion with increasing
pH was observed reproducibly with this tip and other tips prepared
in the same way13 and is characteristic of -COOH deprotonation.
The absolute value of the adhesion force at low pH can vary
between tips, and such differences are believed to reflect variations
in the number of -COOH groups at the ends of different tips.15

Finally, the similarity of the pKa determined from the SWNT force
titrations (4.5) to the bulk solution value for benzoic acid (4.2)
indicates that the -COOH groups at the SWNT ends are well-
solvated and hence accessible for reactions.4d,6

SWNT tips were covalently modified by coupling amines
(RNH2), using carbodiimide chemistry to selectively form amide
linkages with carboxyl groups (Figure 1a).6,12,16,17 Tips reacted
with benzylamine, which expose nonionizable, hydrophobic
functionality, yield the expected pH-independent adhesion forces
on -OH-terminated SAMs (Figure 1b). This covalent modification
clearly eliminates the pH-dependent adhesion observed with the
unmodified tips. The absolute values of the adhesion forces
obtained in aqueous solutions using these phenyl-terminated tips
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are generally larger than for the -COOH-terminated nanotubes
and are consistent with the hydrophobic nature of the tips.4c,d,5

Furthermore, force titrations with ethylenediamine-modified
(amine-terminated) SWNT tips show no measurable adhesion at
low pH and finite adhesion above pH 8. This pH-dependent
behavior correlates with our expectations for exposed amine
groups that are neutral at high pH and protonated and charged at
low pH.18 As a control, titrations using SWNT tips, reacted with
ethylenediamine in the absence of the carbodiimide coupling
reagent, yielded the same pH-dependent adhesion as unmodified
-COOH-terminated tips. We believe these data clearly show that
there are exposed -COOH groups at the ends of SWNT tips and
that these -COOH groups can be covalently modified to produce
probes with very distinct chemical properties.

Functionalized SWNTs have also been used for chemically
sensitive imaging (Figure 2). Intermittent contact (tapping mode)
images recorded in ethanol with carboxyl-terminated SWNT tips
on patterned substrates19,20exhibit greater phase lag in tip-COOH/
sample-COOH vs tip-COOH/sample-CH3 regions (Figure 2a).
Recent tapping mode experiments using functionalized Si3N4 tips
have shown that phase lag images can be interpreted as maps of
chemical functionality.5,6 Because the SWNT tip-COOH/sample-
COOH adhesion force is greater than that for tip-COOH/sample-
CH3, these results are consistent with chemically sensitive

imaging. In addition, benzylamine-modified SWNT tips, which
interact more strongly with the CH3 vs COOH sample regions,
yield images with the opposite phase contrast (Figure 2b). This
inversion in contrast demonstrates clearly that chemically sensitive
imaging is possible with functionalized SWNT tips.

These new tips also provide very significant improvements in
lateral chemical resolution compared with modified Si and Si3N4

tips. Qualitatively, the improved resolution manifests itself as
the 50-150 nm granular structure in images of the patterned
SAMs (Figure 2a and b). This structure is consistent with the
grain size of the Au substrates but is not typically observed with
the use of functionalized Si, Si3N4, or MWNT tips. To character-
ize the lateral chemical resolution of the SWNT tips, we have
imaged partial bilayer structures consisting of a COOH-terminated
SAM capped by a partial layer of stearic acid that presents
elevated CH3-terminated domains;7a,8,21the resolution corresponds
to the broadening between the COOH-terminated surface and
CH3-terminated islands.7a,8 Notably, images recorded on these
samples (e.g., Figure 2c) show a lateral chemical resolution of
ca. 3 nm that is significantly better than those obtained with the
use of Si and Si3N4 tips (15 nm)8 or MWNT tips (8 nm).22

In summary, these studies demonstrate that SWNT tips present
-COOH groups that can be selectively modified using well-defined
covalent chemistry to yield a wide range of terminal functionality.
These modified SWNT tips have been used to produce chemically
sensitive images with the highest lateral resolution to date and
can be used to study binding in biological and chemical systems.6

Because individual SWNTs have radii on the order of 0.5 nm,
these studies demonstrate that functionalized SWNT tips now offer
the possibility of creating single-molecule probes capable not only
of mapping functional groups with true molecular resolution but
also of modifying or creating structures at the molecular scale.
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(18) The nanotube-bound amine pKa (8.5) is lower than that of the
homogeneous solution (9-10) although similar behavior was observed in
studies of functionalized Si3N4 tips4c,d and MWNT tips.6

(19) Kumar, A.; Biebuyck, H.; Whitesides, G. M.Langmuir1994, 10, 1498.
(20) Patterned samples were prepared by microcontact printing19 on gold,

and consisted of 10-µm squares of a hexadecanethiol SAM region surrounded
by a 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid SAM background. Images and force curves
were acquired with a Nanoscope III (Digital Instruments, Inc.).4c,d Typical
parameters used for imaging in ethanol (air) were (i) resonant frequencies,
28-33 (50-75) kHz; (ii) free RMS oscillation amplitude, 30-90 (30-80)
nm; (iii) setpoint, 1-3 (0.8-2) V.; and (iv) scan rate, 1-1.2 (0.5 to 2.0) Hz.

(21) Partial bilayer samples were prepared by immersing flat Au (111)-
coated mica substrates in ethanolic solutions of 0.1 mM mercaptohexadecanoic
acid and 1 mM stearic acid for 5 to 25 h. The resolution was assigned as the
distance separating two regions of different phase.8 The flat Au(111) substrates
were prepared by deposition on mica at 300°C.

(22) The lateral resolution of functionalized MWNT tips6 was determined
in the same way on partial bilayer samples.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustrating the modification of a SWNT tip by
coupling an amine (RNH2) to a terminal -COOH, and the application of
this probe to sense specific interactions between the functional group
(R) and surface -OH groups. (b) Adhesion force as a function of pH
between SWNT tips and an -OH-terminated SAM: -COOH/filled squares
(unmodified); phenyl/open circles (modified with benzylamine); and
amine/crosses (modified with ethylenediamine).

Figure 2. (a) Tapping mode phase image of a patterned sample in ethanol
recorded with an unmodified SWNT tip (-COOH-terminated). (b)
Analogous image of a patterned sample with a benzylamine-functionalized
SWNT tip. Darker regions indicate greater phase lag; the contrast in (a)
and (b) corresponds to phase variations of 1.3° and 1.1°, respectively.
The images are 16µm × 16µm. (c) Tapping mode phase image recorded
on a partial bilayer structure. The image is 100 nm× 100 nm. (inset)
Variation of the phase vs position along the line in (c); the numbers
correspond to the distance in nanometers. Inverted triangles indicate the
distance (3.3 nm) separating adjacent chemically distinct regions.
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